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1. Water resource management.
I submit to you, Australia must NOT give in to the pressures from
corporations involved in the Oil Gas industry, who wish to use the
very contentious “fracking” process.
Facts and evidence abounds from what has happened in America
to make sure that Australia stops further destruction of farmlands
and natural water resources from being destroyed by “fracking”.
In many areas, Australia has incredible water resources. Why let
these reserves be destroyed? A short sighted action plan that
serves corporate greed, does not provide future generations with
the opportunity we had.
Farmland communities and Oil/Gas fields are not compatible.
Wake up Australia!
2. Biosecurity

I submit to you, that we the people of Australia have the right to
know what is in the food that is produced and goes into
manufactured food products. The same applies to the world.
Right of choice!
GMO, (genetically modified organism). Corporate greed and
criminal activity, has grown to the extent of removing peoples
right to factual data and thus the right to choose. Government
must NOT be puppet to corporations who are willing to do
whatever it takes to take control. Corruption, fraud, false
information, whatever it took, has already been reported.
Wake up Australia! The world is waking up and saying NO to
GMO food. Australian government must NOT promote or
sanction the right of any seed supplier in the world to take away
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the right of families, the cornerstone of farming, to produce
natural crops (non GMO) in their agriculture endeavours.
Australian Government agriculture policy principles (9) which
states …… “maintains access for all Australians to high quality
and affordable fresh food” must be ranked high in priority.
Without a satisfied consumer, you have lost your market. If you
are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem!
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